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1 Introduction
“Scope of this report is to explicitly help the operator to identify effects of precipitation event on
infrastructure. Defined hazard processes and local phenomena along infrastructure und relevant sections
should give solution of possible susceptible parts.”

Currently, owners and operators of land transport infrastructures exposed to rainfall-induced
rainfall
hazards are
rarely aware of risk-related
related concepts when assessing protection goals for their structures with regards to
precipitation inundation events. Thus,
Thus, the current practice is mostly based on a deterministic mindset
designing and protecting all infrastructure elements to the same level of security regardless of the actual
vulnerabilities and criticalities. Additionally, climate change and its impact on the resulting extreme rainfall
events (frequency, intensity and duration) have to be taken into account.
However, past events have highlighted the necessity to adjust the required security level to the actual risk.
This implies regarding not only the exposure,
exposure, but also the vulnerability and criticality of infrastructures.
Designing against security concerns with a specific return period, e.g. 100 years, may be appropriate for
single infrastructure elements. However, applying exactly the same return period
perio for disruption of an entire
network would most likely be inappropriate. Thus, the challenge is to establish a comprehensive approach
addressing these security issues having an impact on the availability and quality of transport networks.
The recent extreme
me rainfall events which severely affected the TEN-T
TEN T network in several Member States in
June 2013 illustrate the relevance of the topic: In Austria, the main east-west-going
east
going transport corridor (road
and rail) was blocked by floods and mudflows at numerous locations, including many would-be
would
alternative
routes. The trans-national
national aspect became evident, when popular short-cuts
short cuts via neighboring Bavaria
(Germany) were equally disrupted. Parts of the east-west
east west corridor remained closed down for an entire week
with no relevant alternative available.
Hence, there is an apparent need for a methodology which allows for the identification of critical
infrastructures with regards to flooding events, taking risk management into account. The results of this
development willl cumulate into a risk-based
risk based approach for the assessment of the design of infrastructures
along a river system and the development of a decision support tool for owners and operators of these
infrastructures.
Aim is to ensure the availability of transport infrastructure with regards to natural hazards, especially
extreme rainfall, through a risk-based
based design of the former.
The following report documents identifies the State-of-the-Art
State
Art regarding currently applied practices for the
identification, assessment and protection of critical transport infrastructure against flooding events, as well
as identification and assessment of past and future extreme flooding events and the underlying methodology
on how probabilities were/are calculated.
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The project RAINEX iss funded by the European Commission – DG General Home Affairs under the Prevention,
Preparedness and Consequence Management of Terrorism and other Security-related
Security related Risks Program (CIPS).
During the two year course of the project, several Work Package reports were issued, the fifth of which
concerns WP 5 – Demonstration & Handbook.
Handbook

1.1 Work Package
ackage Structure
The project RAINEX is divided into the following 6 Work Packages:
-

WP 0 – Management and Coordination of the Project

-

WP 1 – State of the Art & Input Data

-

WP 2 – Natural Hazards Related Scenarios Caused by Extreme Rainfall

-

WP 3 – Vulnerability & Criticality of Transport Infrastructure

-

WP 4 – Risk Assessment

-

WP 5 – Demonstration & Handbook

Figure 1 illustrates the Work Package structure of the project RAINEX.

Figure 1: Work Package Structure of RAINEX

WP 0 covers all relevant administrative activities during the course of the project.
WP 1 identifies the State-of-the
the-Art regarding currently applied practices for the identification, assessment
and protection of critical transport infrastructure against flooding events, as well as identification and
assessment of past and future extreme flooding events.
events
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WP 2 deals with extreme rainfall scenarios
s
relevant for a river system.. Based on the identified natural
scenarios, 4 hazard processes (riverine flooding, ponding, hillslope flooding and debris flow) were developed
for a river system and their appropriate local phenomena, such as bank erosion, softening, piping, etc. were
identified,, based on experiences and development of WP 1, past and future.
Based on these hazard processes,
processes, an approach for the identification of land transport infrastructure along a
river system which might be of high concern for the functioning of the transport network was designed in WP
3. Furthermore, a criticality assessment as well as the development
lopment of relevant protection goals and risk
management processes for relevant infrastructure is part of this Work Package.
The acceptability of the remaining (residual) risk and its possible mitigation by additional measures is
addressed in WP 4. No new measures have been developed, but an approach for linking measures to the
developed methodology has been established.
WP 5 serves as a framework Work
ork Package,
ackage, where the envisaged methodology for a risk-based
risk
assessment of
transport infrastructure with regards
rega
to flooding has been developed. Here, the output of the different WPs
was connected
onnected and combined into a comprehensive and applicable methodological approach. Furthermore,
the developed methodology was applied to an existing transport system close to a river system. By this, the
applicability has been tested and the usability demonstrated. Last but not least, a practicable and userfriendly handbook of the developed methodology was written.

1.2 Objectives of WP 3
As mentioned above, the main objective of the 3rd Work Package is testing of the developed methodology as
well as the preparation and development of the envisaged handbook.
WP 3 comprises of the following Tasks:
Tasks
Task 3.1: Vulnerability of Transport Infrastructure
Task 3.2: Criticality of Transportt Infrastructure
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2 Methodological approach
The methodology is a risk-based
based approach that follows four major steps as can be seen from the flowchart in
Figure 2.. The following sections are arranged in the same order as the methodology.
In the first step (criticality analysis), the transport network under investigation has to be defined and assessed
based on a road link performance analysis. The size of the network to be investigated depends on the scope
of the study. This step is carried out at ‘network level’ and its output is a set of critical network sections to be
assessed in the subsequent steps.
steps. If the user has already identified the network or section to be assessed,
this step can be skipped.
In the second step, an exposure tree analysis has to be conducted for all hazard processes to identify the
relevant local phenomena for each asset. Furthermore,
Furthermore, this serves as a filter for the more detailed
subsequent steps. These steps are performed at ‘object level’, which means that they have to be carried out
for each asset of the identified critical network sections.
Based on the set of assets identified,
identified, a detailed exposure assessment using the predefined exposure matrices
has to be carried out for each local phenomenon identified. This step is followed by assessing the
vulnerability of each exposed asset using vulnerability matrices. The result of the
th two steps is a quantifiable
assessment using a scoring system to categorise the individual assets.
These two numerical values are used for the final step, the risk assessment. First, both the exposure and the
vulnerability score are put into an exposure-vulnerability
exposure vulnerability matrix. The impact of the local phenomena on the
asset is also used as input for the consequence assessment.
The output of this method is a risk categorisation of each asset with respect to all local phenomena.
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Network identification

Road links
performance assessment

Critical network
sections identification

Network sections with
high criticality identified
for further investigation

Exposure tree analysis
based on method sheets

Vulnerability assessment
based on vulnerability matrices
Exposure assessment
based on exposure matrices

Exposure score
for each asset against
each identified local
phenomenon

Vulnerability score
for each asset against
each identified local
phenomenon

Impact assessment
based on
exposure-vulnerability matrix

Consequence assessment
based on
impact-consequence matrix

Figure 2: RAINEX methodology.
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3 Hazard scenarios
3.1 Sequence chain
Hazards are defined as potential events which can compromise the security and/or availability of transport
infrastructure assets.

Figure 3: Sequence Chain

The sequence chain forms as seen in Figure 3 the logical backbone of the hazard scenarios and their influence
on the assets. It is defined
ined by three main parts. The first, hazards, are focused on extreme rainfalls, their
processes in general and their influence on local road/rail section with local phenomena. Natural hazards as
extreme weather and climate events occur naturally in all parts
parts of the world, although some regions are
more vulnerable to certain hazards than others.
others Heavy or extreme rainfall belongs to one of the most
damage natural hazards to infrastructures. They can bring havoc to road and rail transportation,
infrastructure and communication networks. A heavy or extreme precipitation occurs over Europe mainly in
only few hours or long a continuous time steps, this depends on the prevailing climate.
Taking into account the exposure and vulnerability of an asset, a local phenomenon
phenomenon may cause an impact on
the asset at stake, either resulting in ‘structural impact’ (i.e. long-term
long term damage) or ‘obstruction’ (i.e. shortshort
term disruption). Such an impact leads to ‘local consequences’ in terms of direct and local damages to the
asset. Local
ocal consequences include out-of-service
out service time as well as repair and reconstruction costs for the asset
at stake. For the sake of completeness ‘global consequences’ for society (e.g. travel delay costs, loss of toll
revenues, CO2 emissions, etc.) are included
includ in the sequence chain. The financial factor of each relevant
infrastructure segment and the out-of-service-time
out
time for all segments give an overview about the total amount
of costs and time.
For the third part of the sequence chain, the stakeholder lays the most interesting factor due to the out-ofout
service-time
time of relevant road/rail network sections and the cost. The cost are set together of all cost for
reconstruction the damaged and/or destroyed
destr
network sections and those, which can occur if main national
or international network sections are interrupted.
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3.2 Hazard processes
The definition of flood event is strongly depending on the spatial and temporal
temporal scale of the rainfall. Out of
this, the scales of different flood types are defined using the specific runoff from one square kilometer. It
strongly correlates on the rain intensity and spatial
spa
distribution. Based on this crucial information of the
floods, methods and approaches can be chosen and
an selected for a better understanding in flood risk, see
Figure 4,, which shows the spatial dependency of flood forms by size of catchment area in
i dependency of
catchment area (km²) to HHQ (m³/s km²)
km² occurs flashfloods, floods cause by extremely rainfalls, surge and
river flooding.. In general could be said that as bigger the catchment area as more occur riverine flooding with
dependency to HHQ. In this report
port are storm floods in coastal areas excluded.

Figure 4: The
he spatial dependency of floods (University Bern)

Summarized, the following meteorological aspects/parameters associated
associated by different flood events include
the following parameters:
•
•
•
•
•

Origin of humid clouds and the weather situation
Rainfall intensity
Spatial distribution of rainfall
Temporal distribution of rainfall
Storm path

The scale of floods is influenced by a specific combination of topographical, hydrological and meteorological
conditions. The spatial-temporal
temporal distribution and the intensity of rainfall are the most important parameters
of rainfall leading to floods.
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3.2.1 Riverine flooding

Definition: Riverine flooding
Riverine flooding occurs when a river’s discharge exceeds its channel capacity. Therefore, this hazard process
only occurs in the vicinity of existing rivers or streams. It results in inundation or overflow of areas which are
normally dry. The water masses move in a concentrated manner and can result in highly dynamic velocities,
turbulences, shear stresses and forces. This hazard process has a spatial scale from a few sq. kilometers to
several ten thousand sq. kilometers.
kilometers
Fluvial (riverine) floods occur during long lasting heavy rainfall over the whole river basin. They are triggered
by cyclone (advective)) rainfall of the large-scale
large scale humid weather pattern. They can be also triggered by the
snow melt combined with rainfall during a warm front. In comparison with the flash floods, the riverine
floods take much longer and they have also larger volume. River floods
floods are made by long lasting heavy
rainfalls on a big catchment area in connection to a reduced infiltration rate caused by water saturation or
congealed soil. They can be better predicted, so the time of the necessary preparation of the protection
measures
res is longer. The riverine floods were better observed and documented.
The extent of floods is driven of outflow and of the shape and extension of river valleys. In narrow valleys are
flooded areas located close to the water. In this case are a high water depth and high flow velocities. Wider
river valleys have in average smaller water depth and slower flow velocities. Such aspects affect e.g. the
sediment transport processes, which influence erosion and sedimentation.
The rainfall depth can reach more hundreds
hundreds millimeter during few days, e.g. nearly 400 mm rain fell down
during 5 days in June 2013. Otherwise, in case of the flash flood, heavy rainfall is defined in Germany, when
the rain intensity exceeds 30 mm per 30 minutes. The typical weather patterns triggering severe large-scale
floods in Central and West Europe are driven out of the Vb (five-b) and West cyclone weather situation. The
large-scale
scale flood is formed in each subbasins at the same time. Because of long lasting rain or a pre-event,
pre
the soil become fully saturated and cannot retain the water masses. The flood rises along the river course
due to the superposition of particular flood events from the tributaries. Accompanying processes can be the
ponding and urban flood during the riverine flood.
flood. From hydrologic point of view for this situation, the
temporal transformation of hydrograph (flood routing, retention) in the river channel becomes more
important to make forecasts,, see Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Flood routing process – a transformation along the river reach (Hochwassermanagement 2013)

The main indicators of the riverine (large-scale)
(large
floods are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spatial-temporal distribution
Rainfall depth
Path of the weather pattern
Superposition of the flood events from the sub-basins
sub
Antecedent soil moisture
Available reservoir capacity

The impact on the infrastructure becomes more serious because of the longer duration
dur
of this flood. Impacts
for occurring riverine flooding are made by:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vicinity to river:: dam breach, infrastructure within flood zone (Asset in flood, but not directly next to
river)
Run-off capacity of exceed discharge
Water level
flooding areas
Morphodynamic
orphodynamic processes
Catchment area
Critical system status (Discharge amount – discharge capacity)

Riverine flooding within dam breach and overflowing facilitates ponding. The impact on the infrastructure
becomes more serious because of the longer
longer duration of this flood. Following are the main local phenomena
phenome
for riverine flooding listed:
a.

Overflowing/overtopping: material accumulation
Overflowing/overtopping
ccumulation (of solid fraction within water), overtopping, bank
erosion
rosion (by different levels on both sides)
o
Softening (by relative altitude to river surface, water level at height of embankment and time
(depending of material))
o
Bank erosion (by vicinity to river (infrastructure next to main channel), river form (bending of
river bank and slop of river bank), vegetation (age of trees), flow velocity / turbulences
(narrowing
arrowing of river bed, longitudinal river slope, river bed roughness)
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b.
c.
d.

e.

Piping (by
by time (depending of material), relative altitude to river (by water level at height of
embankment), different water level)
Scouring (by vicinity to river (foundation inside of river bed), flow velocity (narrowing of river bed,
longitudinal river slope and
an river bed roughness)
Ramming (by vicinity to river (pillar/abutment inside of river bed, relative height between
superstructure and HQ100 water level (freeboard) below ~1m), flotsam (loose materials/trees
upstream), flow velocity (narrowing of river bed, longitudinal river slope and river bed roughness)
Log jam (by vicinity to river (pillar/abutment inside of river bed, relative height between
superstructure and HQ100 water level (freeboard) below ~1m), flotsam (loose materials/trees
upstream) (can occur to overtopping)

Table 1: Riverine flooding
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3.2.2 Ponding

Definition: Ponding
Ponding is a type of inundation caused by rain falling on flat surface or by an increase of water level in the
underground.. The accumulated water does not run off. A layer of water can be a few centimeters thick only,
in depressions also much more. During ponding, the water masses only induce hydrostatic pressure without
significant flow velocity.
This hazard process has a spatial scale of less than one hundred sq. kilometers. Ponding is a flooding, which is
caused by falling rain on the flat surface and also in case of an inundation from a riverine flood, a breach of
dam or rising by groundwater. It
It is effect of the inundation, increase of water level with following
impounding. The water mass does not run off. A layer of water can be thick only few centimeters, in
depressions more if it was caused by rain only. During ponding, the water masses induce
induc only hydrostatic
pressure without significant flow velocity. So it does not cause any sheer stress on the surface of
infrastructure. Ponding can be caused by high groundwater level or breach of flood protection dam. Figure 6
shows the flooding processes at a dam and a dam with a cut, as overtopping and ponding.
Impacts for occurring ponding are made by:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Topography (Inflow, depression, basin)
Overloaded
verloaded drainage system (e.g. canalization)
Blocked
locked culvert (and following catchment area with concentrated discharge)
Rise of groundwater level (depth of groundwater level)
Geology (soil permeability): saturation, infiltration
Time
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Figure 6: Flooding
looding process at dam including ponding and overtopping

Following impacts on the infrastructure from main local phenomena for ponding listed:
a. Submersion (by water level above infrastructure surface) – standing flooding in basins
basin from
precipitation from surrounding area
b. Overtopping (by water level above infrastructure surface) - slow rising of standing waterbodies with
overflowing
o Bank erosion (by different water levels on both sites) – develops only during overflowing with
higher
er flow velocity (special conditions)
c. Piping (by different water level)
d. Softening (by time, vegetation, geology)

Table 2: Specific phenomena for ponding
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3.2.3 Hillslope flooding

Definition: Hillslope flooding
Hillslope floods are caused by local runoff on the surface without any concentrated flow and river network.
Local hillslope floods are common in rural areas with high relief energy and erodible soil particles. This hazard
process has a spatial scale
ale of less than five sq. kilometers.
Per definition are hillslope floods a local extreme flood water of a consequence by highly, temporally and
spatial bounded precipitations (DWA 2010). These local hillslope floods are common in areas by discharge
effects in rural areas with high relief energy, erodible soils and cross section from urban areas. In this urban
areas are often floods based by water overload from channel networks and valleys.
valleys The effect of damage in
the affected area is driven
n by concentration of surface runoff from discharge amount, natural relief form or
constructions (infrastructure, walls and so on). The infiltration capacity of soils is also
a a main factor, because
they are limited fast during heavy rainfalls.
Hillslope flooding is triggered by short intense storm rainfall or by long-term
long term rainfall after fully soil saturation.
This flood type needs a heavy rainfalls which
w
can occur over the whole year.
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It depends on the permeability of the soil or surface. The possible impact
impact on the infrastructure is the erosion
in case of concentrated outflow, the accumulation of mud and silt, softening and internal erosion of
embankment. It is a surface runoff without any gully or streambed structure on the surface, see Figure 7.

Figure 7: Ponding and “Hangwasser” (hillslope flood), pluvial flood (Peiler 2011, Andreas Recher)

It is triggered by short intense storm rainfall or by long-term
long term rainfall after fully soil saturation. It can occur
only local. The possible impact on the infrastructure is the erosion in case of concentrated outflow, the
accumulation of mud and silt, softening and internal erosion of embankment.
Impacts for occurring hillslope flooding are made by:
•
•
•

Soil/rock: Permeability (including frozen ground), saturation
Topography: catchment area, concave structures (syncline), slope
Land use/vegetation (surface roughness, run-off
run
coefficient)

Following impacts on the infrastructure from main local phenomena for hillslope flooding listed:

a.

Overtopping (by availability, condition and capacity of drainage system)
o Sedimentation (depending solid fraction, sediment size)
o Erosion

For the sake of completeness: Urban flood and Flash flood
Urban floods occur in the cities and industrial zones with a lot of impermeable area and the overloaded
drainage/ dewatering/ sewage system. Floods in urban areas are also named as ponding flood. Additional
accumulation of water (ponding) can be caused by exceeding of the capacity of the drainage system.
Otherwise, urban flooding can be caused by the outflow from the overloaded drainage system, see Figure 8.
It is triggered by short intense storm rainfall. The urban flood can be intensified by the flash flood passing the
urban area. The possible effect on the infrastructure is the ponding, the erosion along the concentrated flow,
the internal erosion along the pipe and the collapse.
HOME/2013/ISEC/AG/CIPS/4000005029
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Figure 8: Urban flood (Peiler 2011)

Flash flood is caused by heavy rainfall during short period; according to NOAA within less than 6 hours.
Normally, it occurs in small basins, the spread of events depends on the topography and on the reaction of
the watershed to a rain event. The reaction of the watershed is called also as a time-of-concentration;
time
it is
the travel time of drop of water from the remote point to the given outlet, see Figure 9. The water
accumulated on the surfaces runs off fast to gully, torrent and river bed. They can carry rocks, soil and debris.
They are unexpected and they do not allow to react and to prepare the protection measures.
The antecedent soil moisture and the ground saturation do not influence significantly the response of the
watershed because of the fast and heavy rainfall.
The flash floods in flat areas are less extent, about 100 km2; they are combined with ponding and urban
floods. The maximum extension of flash
h flood in the mountainous and Mediterranean areas in Europe is
about 2000 km2 and in the Himalayan regions more thousands km2, see Figure 10. The spatial extension of
flash floods strongly depends on the extension of heavy rain of convective system. The cause of the flash
flood is the convective rainfall mostly from a thunder cell increased by orography. The rain intensity is very
high but is takes
kes only few hours. The flood-routing
flood routing and retention effects become more important in the area
2
greater than 100 km (Braud 2014).
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Figure 9: Response of the watershed to a heavy rain (Ruin 2008), left vertical axis is for the hourly
hourly rainfall depth and the right one is
for the flow.

Figure 10: Scale of flash floods and meso-scale
meso
convective system (Ruin 2008)

The hydrological processes of thee flash floods in the river beds (in the valley) are similar to the riverine floods.
The different is that the peak of flash flood decreases along the river because of damping effects. As
mentioned above, the flash flood takes only few hours and carries debris
debris and wood.
A special case of the flash flood is a brake of a landslide lake and a dam. The process
process is very fast and dynamic.
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Table 3: Specific phenomena for hillslope flooding

3.2.4 Debris flow
Definition: Debris flow
Debris flow is the rapid movement of masses consisting of water and a high proportion of solids
s
(debris,
stones, rocks and wood). Debris flows descending steep channels commonly attain velocities that surpass ten
meters per second, although large flows can reach much higher velocities. This hazard process has a spatial
scale of less than one hundred sq. kilometers and only occurs in steep terrain.
Debris flows in torrents are different to the gravitational
gravitat
processes. For this debris flow is an own ON-Rule
ON
24800 – Protection System for Torrents,
Torrents, where can be found terms, definitions and classification.
classification Per
definition is debris follows a fast running mixture of water with a high amount of solids (stones, rocks,
rock wood).
There can be found accumulations of solids outside of the channel.
This process can be found in areas with slope more than 15%. The area in the end of the torrent is not so
relevant in case of debris flows,, because the upper region give the material
material input for this process. Important
here is the so called “process
process identification”
identification which includes the availability of water, rough sediments and
fine sediments as at Figure 11.

Figure 11: Process identification (ON-Regel
Regel 24800)
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Out of this it is possible to classify the debris flow in 4 main shifting processes:
1. Stackable debris flow leading river (murstoßfähige Bäche)
2. Debris flow leading river
3. Bed load leading river
4. High water leading river

Another important impact on debris flow has the catchment area. As mentioned before is this developing of
debris flow. The classification can be made as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Catchment area
Slope catchment area
Stream area
Altitude difference stream area
Slope stream area
Altitude difference accumulation area
Slope accumulation area
Gradient accumulation
mulation area
Specific
pecific altitude difference (Melton Number) M=(hsmax-hsmin)/√As

Figure 12: Debris flow - area (modified after Hübl 2009) in different mountainous regions

Debris flows can occur near street-sides,
street
because of their specific construction as man-made corrosions
streams and man-made slope-incipient
incipient-cracking-streams.
Following impacts of developing debris flow are driven by:
•
•
•
•
•

Silent witnesses
Availability of debris (necessary composition of water, rough + fine sediment)
Breach of log jam
Topography (slope > 15%, runnel, gully (shape, characteristics), catchment area)
Vegetation

For the sake of completeness:
Gravitational processes out of water channels: Debris flow, mudflow, landslides
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In general can be made a determination between types of movement as falls, topples, slides (rotational,
translational), lateral spreads flows and complex movements
movements as seen in next figure. All of these processes are
based on the hill-stability.
stability. This stability is the sum of gravitational forces and the sum of resistibility forces.
Important factors are the effective cohesion, total normal stress, effective normal stress and the effective
inner friction angle. In order to the type of process can be differenced in gliding and flowing processes. This
stability
ity of the hill is influenced by precipitation (amount (mm) and intensity (mm/h),
(mm/
terrain (slope,
exposition and morphology),
), vegetation (impact on soil property and mechanical armor of roots),
ground/geology (stability (shearing angle, cohesion), permeability
permeability and weathering), influence from water on
stability and shearing strength.
At first should be clear, that debris flows are very particular in there delineation.
delineation Debris flow is a flow of
water with high concentration of mud, gravel, sand and stones; in general, there are large particles in the
movement with water. Debris flow can occur only local in small and steep catchments as mostly in the
mountainous regions. It depends also on the geological contains of the weathered rock. The trigger of the
debris flow is the intense storm rain or a dam breach after e.g. a landslide into the torrent where water is
dammed up.
Mudflow is a flow of water with high concentration of the fine particles
particles of mud. This can occurred also in a
hilly ground and is a consequence of flushing of small particles because of the soil erosion e.g. from the
agricultural fields or erosion of the fallen landslides directly in the water courses.
Landslide is a coherent movement of the soft material. The trigger of this movement is a softening
soften due to the
intense rainfall or due to the increase of ground water flow. This movement is not flow but it is a slide on the
steep or inclines area. It depends also on the geological contains of the fine particles what are getting
instable because of wetting.
tting. Loam and clay are loss the stability if they are wet.
The following Table 4 shows different types of movement. In our case are only slides and flows interesting.

Table 4: Gravitational
ravitational mass movements (USGS 2004)

Type of Movement

Type of Material
Bedrock

Falls
Topples
Rotational Slide
Translational Slide
Lateral Spreads
Flows
Complex

Engineering Soils

Predominantly coarse
Predominantly fine
Rock fall
Debris fall
Earth fall
Rock topple
Debris topple
Earth topple
Rock slide
Debris slide
Earth slide
Rock slide
Debris slide
Earth slide
Rock spread
Debris spread
Earth spread
Rock flow (deep creep)
Debris flow (soil creep)
Earth flow (soil creep)
Combination of two or more principal types of movement

Flows can be divided in two groups as seen in the following Figure 13. First a: flowing in hard rocks, which are
slow, and more continuous and non-connected
non
moving zones and second b: flowing in soft rocks which can
be slow up to fast.
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Figure 13 gravitational -movements:
movements: flowing processes (Zangerl, 2008)

General external trigger factor for gravitational
g
processes are:
•
•
•

pre moisture, high of snow, snow melting
Intensive extremely rainfalls vs long steady rain, pre-moisture,
Temporal fluvial erosion or rising of hillhill or groundwater level from floods or high precipitation
amounts
Dryness, seismic activities,
ities, storms, climatic changes
changes (withdrawal of vegetation)

Impacts on the infrastructure by location of the infrastructure (transit or accumulation zone) are shown in
Table 5.

Table 5: Specific phenomena for debris flow
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3.3 Local phenomena
3.3.1 Flooding
Overflow of a large amount of water beyond its normal limits, especially
especially over what is normally dry land.
Can occur during slow moving discharge of concentrated rainfall on surfaces (pluvial flooding) or occur from a
rise of water level of another close water way. Pluvial flooding can be observing in flat areas and on flat
surfaces as depressions e.g. subways. The reason therefore
therefore is reduced capacity of drainage systems as gully,
gul
trenches and pipes and so on. This type of flood takes short time, maximum hours. And there are also no high
flow velocities.
Fluvial flooding on the other site develops from a high discharge / water level from water bodies. There can
be a flooding, when a bridge or passage is blocked or has not enough capacity. This kind of flooding makes a
hydrostatic pressure at the construction or dam. If this dam is over flooded by both sites are the dangers of
silting-up not as high as a flooding on just one site. During this one site flooding can arise overtopping with
bank erosion. A dam can be also flowed through. There are several interactions which are often connected as
seen in the two following figures.
s.

Figure 14: Fluvial
luvial one site flooding and of overtopping with bank erosion and internal erosion

3.3.2 Log jam
Large amounts of loose material (e.g. wood, etc.) accumulate at the infrastructure (i.e. bridge) and lead to
increased pressures (structural
structural damage) or overflow.
overflow
Log jams may lead to secondary effects (e.g. overtopping) on other objects in the vicinity. The log jam effects
the bank flow concentration in a river channel. Also an increase of velocity through this section and
promoting scour of the river bad, a formation of channel spanning log jams can lead to a formation of an
upstream pool, water spilling over this structure generates a ‘plunge pool’ immediately downstream.
Relevant for:
•

Riverine flooding

•

Debris flow
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Figure 15: Log Jam

3.3.3 Ramming
Loose material (e.g. wood, deposits, barrels, etc.) collides with bridge pillars and/or superstructure leading to
structural damage.
In case of a ramming, loose material crashes downstream the river with a construction inside the river bad.
Higher
igher flow velocity of the river and the resulting high energy of the transporting material raise the crash
energy.. Small loose material e.g. wood can be destroyed during this situation. For the destroying effect are a
critical size of the loos material combined with the construction form and material necessary. Round pillars
for examples are more resisting than angled pillars against flow direction. In case of a crash of an
a e.g. tree
(which will be transported in river longitudinal) will damage or destroy the kinetic energy on the punctual
location the construction. Next Figure 16 shows the energy distribution (black) at round and angled pillars.

Figure 16: Energy distribution
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Relevant for:
•

Riverine flooding

•

Debris flow

Figure 17: Ramming

3.3.4 Scouring
The soil at the foundation of a bridge pillar or abutment erodes due to increased flow velocities leading to
structural damage.
Relevant for:
•

Riverine flooding

Figure 18: Scouring

3.3.1 Parallel Erosion
Soil is removed from
rom the (extended) river bank alongside the infrastructure.
Relevant for:
•

Riverine flooding

•

Debris flow
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Figure 19: Bank Erosion

3.3.2 Overtopping
The water level above the surface of an infrastructure increases and material accumulates due to sediments in
the water leading to an obstruction of road/rail sections.
Furthermore, overtopping may cause oblique erosion on the embankment due to high overflow
overf
velocities.
Relevant for:
•

Riverine flooding

•

Ponding

•

Debris flow

•

Hillslope flooding

Figure 20: Overtopping
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Figure 21: Overtopping

3.3.3

Oblique Erosion

The soil at the foundation of a rail/road infrastructure is removed due to overflow of water and/or debris.
Relevant for:
•

Riverine flooding

•

Ponding

•

Debris flow

•

Hillslope flooding

Figure 22: Oblique Erosion
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3.3.4 Submersion
Local basins (especially tunnels and underpasses) are filled when the local drainage system has insufficient
capacity, leading to obstruction.
Relevant for:
•

Riverine flooding

•

Ponding

•

Hillslope flooding

Figure 23: Submersion

3.3.5 Softening
Saturated or partially saturated soil substantially loses strength and stiffness in response to a specific water
stress over time.
Relevant for:
•

Riverine flooding

•

Ponding Graphics

Figure 24: Softening
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3.3.6 Internal Erosion
The difference of the water level between both sides causes hydraulic pressure on a dam or embankment,
flushing out fine particles leading to structural damage.
Relevant for:
•

Riverine flooding

•

Ponding

Figure 25: Internal erosion
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3.4 Asset types
As illustrated in Figure 2 the main asset categories of a road/rail section may comprise embankments, cuts,
bridges and underground structures. Each main asset category includes a number of different asset types.

Figure 26: Asset types

The following table presents the asset types that are taken into account in the project approach including a
brief description and illustration. All these asset types may be part of road, rail or mixed transport systems.
Table 6: Asset types

Asset type

Description

Elevated
embankment

A road and/or railway on a raised bank or
wall higher than one metre (elevated)
constructed of compacted soil.

Shallow
embankment

A road and/or railway on a bank of about
one metre (shallow) mainly used for
open sections in flat areas.

Simple
cut

A road and/or railway where soil or rock
material from a hill or mountain was cut
out on both sides to make way for the
transport infrastructure.
infr

Side-benched
cut

A road and/or railway where soil or rock
material from a hill or mountain was cut
out on one side to make way for the
transport infrastructure.
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Crossing
bridge

A road and/or railway on a structure built
to span physical obstacles (waters,
valleys or roads) without closing the way
underneath, providing passage over the
obstacle.

Parallel
bridge

A road and/or railway on a structure built
to longitudinally span physical obstacles
(waters or valleys) without cutting
alongside the obstacle.

Tunnel

An underground structure with a road
and/or railway inside an underground or
underwater
passageway
excavated
below
the
surface
usually
in
hilly/mountainous or urban/sensitive
areas.

Gallery

An underground structure which is partly
open on one side with a road and/or
railway
inside
an
underground
passageway (housing) in order to protect
the infrastructure against avalanches,
rockfall or debris flow. Galleries can also
be used for noise and pollution
protection in urban/sensitive areas.

Underpass

An underground
derground structure with a road
and/or railway inside an underground
passageway used by vehicles (and
pedestrians) for crossing under another,
more important road and/or railway.
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4 Exposure and vulnerability analysis
4.1 Exposure tree
The ‘exposure tree analysis’ is the first part of the overall exposure analysis process and the first step in
assessing the exposure of assets to the hazard processes.

Figure 27: Exposure tree

The exposure trees are tools that involve different steps
st
for analyzing the potential risk of specific parts of an
infrastructure. The exposure trees support the users in assessing the exposure of a specific asset to a given
hazard process and the corresponding local phenomena. Thanks to the simple tree structure,
struc
the users are
guided from a hazard process to a set of possible local phenomena via a number of different criteria. Each
criterion corresponds to a specific ‘method sheet’ defining a process that supports the users in deciding
whether the criterion iss valid or not. The procedures defined in the method sheets are optional.
After having identified the relevant local phenomena, the exposure tree analysis refers the users to the
related exposure and vulnerability matrices. In principle, there are two matrices
matrices for each local phenomenon.
However, for some local phenomena (e.g. overtopping) there is only an exposure matrix (asset is either
overtopped or not).

4.2 Method sheet
As mentioned in the previous section, the criteria shown in the exposure trees clearly relate
r
to specific
method sheets with consecutive numbers. Together with these method sheets, the criteria help to identify
those assets in critical network sections that are exposed to certain hazard processes and the corresponding
local phenomena. The method
hod sheets contain a detailed description of the method itself, and include
schematic illustrations and/or examples as well as a list of the data needed. The methods are mainly
automatic or semi-automatic
automatic GIS-based
GIS based procedures. Thus, each method sheet includes
inclu
a description of the
relevant steps to be followed.
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Figure 28: Example method sheet

4.3 Exposure matrix
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the ‘exposure assessment’ forms the second part of the overall
exposure analysis process and is an important step in performing a detailed assessment of the exposure of
assets to identified local phenomena. This step is
is based on the application of exposure matrices. An
individual exposure matrix is available for each local phenomenon described in section 3.4 in the exposure
tree.
The exposure matrices contain hazard-related
hazard related parameters in the vicinity of the asset. They describe the
likelihood and magnitude of the local phenomena to occur. The exposure assessment has to be carried out
for each potentially exposed asset in each road and/or rail section identified as being critical and which could
not be excluded in the course
urse the exposure tree analysis. Figure 29 shows a schematic illustration of an
exposure matrix with example of hazard hillslope flooding with local phenomenon
phenomenon overtopping.
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1-2 Examples

Figure 29: Schematic
chematic illustration of an exposure matrix

The exposure matrix contains two pieces of relevant information for the assessment. On the one hand, it
includes a list of parameters that
hat are relevant for the assessment of the exposure of an asset to a specific
local phenomenon. For more complex parameters, the matrices contain general and/or parameter-specific
parameter
comments to support the users in the assessment process.
On the other hand, the matrix provides numerical values or descriptions for each parameter to be allocated
to a risk category, i.e. low, medium and high or no risk (columns B–E).
B E). Additionally, each parameter can be
weighted individually (column A) in order to customize the importance
mportance of different parameters in the list.
However, assigning different weights to the parameters has to be done with caution and should be optional.
The results of the assessment of each parameter have to be manually entered into column F. The weighted
weighte
exposure and the total exposure score are automatically calculated by the spreadsheet. If one parameter is
zero (‘not relevant’) the overall score is zero, or else, the following equation is used:
∑
∑
Together with the results of the vulnerability assessment, the exposure score is used in the final step, the risk
assessment.
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4.4 Vulnerability matrix
The exposure assessment is followed by a vulnerability assessment. In this step, the vulnerability of each
exposed asset is assessed for a set of local phenomena. Similar to the process of the exposure assessment,
the assessment process is carried out by applying matrices. The structure of the exposure matrix and the
vulnerability matrix iss the same, with the vulnerability matrix corresponding to the asset-related
asset
parameters
(characteristics) that describe the possible resistance to the local phenomena. Figure 30 shows a schematic
illustration of a vulnerability matrix and its content.
1-2 Examples

Figure 30: Schematic illustration of a vulnerability matrix

The procedure to be followed for the vulnerability assessment
assessment is very similar to the procedure for the
previously explained exposure assessment. The final output of this step is a vulnerability score which is either
zero if one parameter is zero (‘not relevant’), or is calculated by using the following equation:
equat
∑
∑
Together with the results of the exposure assessment, the vulnerability score is used for the final step, the
risk assessment.
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5 ANNEX
The following documents are related to this WP report and can be downloaded from the project-website
project
(http://www.rainex-project.eu/)).
•

Exposure trees

•

Method sheets

•

Exposure matrices

•

Vulnerability matrices
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1 Introduction
“Scope of this report is to explicitly help the operator to identify effects of precipitation event on
infrastructure. Defined hazard processes and local phenomena along infrastructure und relevant sections
should give solution of possible susceptible parts.”

Currently, owners and operators of land transport infrastructures exposed to rainfall-induced
rainfall
hazards are
rarely aware of risk-related
related concepts when assessing protection goals for their structures with regards to
precipitation inundation events. Thus,
Thus, the current practice is mostly based on a deterministic mindset
designing and protecting all infrastructure elements to the same level of security regardless of the actual
vulnerabilities and criticalities. Additionally, climate change and its impact on the resulting extreme rainfall
events (frequency, intensity and duration) have to be taken into account.
However, past events have highlighted the necessity to adjust the required security level to the actual risk.
This implies regarding not only the exposure,
exposure, but also the vulnerability and criticality of infrastructures.
Designing against security concerns with a specific return period, e.g. 100 years, may be appropriate for
single infrastructure elements. However, applying exactly the same return period
perio for disruption of an entire
network would most likely be inappropriate. Thus, the challenge is to establish a comprehensive approach
addressing these security issues having an impact on the availability and quality of transport networks.
The recent extreme
me rainfall events which severely affected the TEN-T
TEN T network in several Member States in
June 2013 illustrate the relevance of the topic: In Austria, the main east-west-going
east
going transport corridor (road
and rail) was blocked by floods and mudflows at numerous locations, including many would-be
would
alternative
routes. The trans-national
national aspect became evident, when popular short-cuts
short cuts via neighboring Bavaria
(Germany) were equally disrupted. Parts of the east-west
east west corridor remained closed down for an entire week
with no relevant alternative available.
Hence, there is an apparent need for a methodology which allows for the identification of critical
infrastructures with regards to flooding events, taking risk management into account. The results of this
development willl cumulate into a risk-based
risk based approach for the assessment of the design of infrastructures
along a river system and the development of a decision support tool for owners and operators of these
infrastructures.
Aim is to ensure the availability of transport infrastructure with regards to natural hazards, especially
extreme rainfall, through a risk-based
based design of the former.
The following report documents identifies the State-of-the-Art
State
Art regarding currently applied practices for the
identification, assessment and protection of critical transport infrastructure against flooding events, as well
as identification and assessment of past and future extreme flooding events and the underlying methodology
on how probabilities were/are calculated.
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The project RAINEX iss funded by the European Commission – DG General Home Affairs under the Prevention,
Preparedness and Consequence Management of Terrorism and other Security-related
Security related Risks Program (CIPS).
During the two year course of the project, several Work Package reports were issued, the fifth of which
concerns WP 5 – Demonstration & Handbook.
Handbook

1.1 Work Package
ackage Structure
The project RAINEX is divided into the following 6 Work Packages:
-

WP 0 – Management and Coordination of the Project

-

WP 1 – State of the Art & Input Data

-

WP 2 – Natural Hazards Related Scenarios Caused by Extreme Rainfall

-

WP 3 – Vulnerability & Criticality of Transport Infrastructure

-

WP 4 – Risk Assessment

-

WP 5 – Demonstration & Handbook

Figure 1 illustrates the Work Package structure of the project RAINEX.

Figure 1: Work Package Structure of RAINEX

WP 0 covers all relevant administrative activities during the course of the project.
WP 1 identifies the State-of-the
the-Art regarding currently applied practices for the identification, assessment
and protection of critical transport infrastructure against flooding events, as well as identification and
assessment of past and future extreme flooding events.
events
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WP 2 deals with extreme rainfall scenarios
s
relevant for a river system.. Based on the identified natural
scenarios, 4 hazard processes (riverine flooding, ponding, hillslope flooding and debris flow) were developed
for a river system and their appropriate local phenomena, such as bank erosion, softening, piping, etc. were
identified,, based on experiences and development of WP 1, past and future.
Based on these hazard processes,
processes, an approach for the identification of land transport infrastructure along a
river system which might be of high concern for the functioning of the transport network was designed in WP
3. Furthermore, a criticality assessment as well as the development
lopment of relevant protection goals and risk
management processes for relevant infrastructure is part of this Work Package.
The acceptability of the remaining (residual) risk and its possible mitigation by additional measures is
addressed in WP 4. No new measures have been developed, but an approach for linking measures to the
developed methodology has been established.
WP 5 serves as a framework Work
ork Package,
ackage, where the envisaged methodology for a risk-based
risk
assessment of
transport infrastructure with regards
rega
to flooding has been developed. Here, the output of the different WPs
was connected
onnected and combined into a comprehensive and applicable methodological approach. Furthermore,
the developed methodology was applied to an existing transport system close to a river system. By this, the
applicability has been tested and the usability demonstrated. Last but not least, a practicable and userfriendly handbook of the developed methodology was written.

1.2 Objectives of WP 3
As mentioned above, the main objective of the 3rd Work Package is testing of the developed methodology as
well as the preparation and development of the envisaged handbook.
WP 3 comprises of the following Tasks:
Tasks
Task 3.1: Vulnerability of Transport Infrastructure
Task 3.2: Criticality of Transportt Infrastructure
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2 Methodological approach
The methodology is a risk-based
based approach that follows four major steps as can be seen from the flowchart in
Figure 2.. The following sections are arranged in the same order as the methodology.
In the first step (criticality analysis), the transport network under investigation has to be defined and assessed
based on a road link performance analysis. The size of the network to be investigated depends on the scope
of the study. This step is carried out at ‘network level’ and its output is a set of critical network sections to be
assessed in the subsequent steps.
steps. If the user has already identified the network or section to be assessed,
this step can be skipped.
In the second step, an exposure tree analysis has to be conducted for all hazard processes to identify the
relevant local phenomena for each asset. Furthermore,
Furthermore, this serves as a filter for the more detailed
subsequent steps. These steps are performed at ‘object level’, which means that they have to be carried out
for each asset of the identified critical network sections.
Based on the set of assets identified,
identified, a detailed exposure assessment using the predefined exposure matrices
has to be carried out for each local phenomenon identified. This step is followed by assessing the
vulnerability of each exposed asset using vulnerability matrices. The result of the
th two steps is a quantifiable
assessment using a scoring system to categorise the individual assets.
These two numerical values are used for the final step, the risk assessment. First, both the exposure and the
vulnerability score are put into an exposure-vulnerability
exposure vulnerability matrix. The impact of the local phenomena on the
asset is also used as input for the consequence assessment.
The output of this method is a risk categorisation of each asset with respect to all local phenomena.
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Network identification

Road links
performance assessment

Critical network
sections identification

Network sections with
high criticality identified
for further investigation

Exposure tree analysis
based on method sheets

Vulnerability assessment
based on vulnerability matrices
Exposure assessment
based on exposure matrices

Exposure score
for each asset against
each identified local
phenomenon

Vulnerability score
for each asset against
each identified local
phenomenon

Impact assessment
based on
exposure-vulnerability matrix

Consequence assessment
based on
impact-consequence matrix

Figure 2: RAINEX methodology.
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3 Hazard scenarios
3.1 Sequence chain
Hazards are defined as potential events which can compromise the security and/or availability of transport
infrastructure assets.

Figure 3: Sequence Chain

The sequence chain forms as seen in Figure 3 the logical backbone of the hazard scenarios and their influence
on the assets. It is defined
ined by three main parts. The first, hazards, are focused on extreme rainfalls, their
processes in general and their influence on local road/rail section with local phenomena. Natural hazards as
extreme weather and climate events occur naturally in all parts
parts of the world, although some regions are
more vulnerable to certain hazards than others.
others Heavy or extreme rainfall belongs to one of the most
damage natural hazards to infrastructures. They can bring havoc to road and rail transportation,
infrastructure and communication networks. A heavy or extreme precipitation occurs over Europe mainly in
only few hours or long a continuous time steps, this depends on the prevailing climate.
Taking into account the exposure and vulnerability of an asset, a local phenomenon
phenomenon may cause an impact on
the asset at stake, either resulting in ‘structural impact’ (i.e. long-term
long term damage) or ‘obstruction’ (i.e. shortshort
term disruption). Such an impact leads to ‘local consequences’ in terms of direct and local damages to the
asset. Local
ocal consequences include out-of-service
out service time as well as repair and reconstruction costs for the asset
at stake. For the sake of completeness ‘global consequences’ for society (e.g. travel delay costs, loss of toll
revenues, CO2 emissions, etc.) are included
includ in the sequence chain. The financial factor of each relevant
infrastructure segment and the out-of-service-time
out
time for all segments give an overview about the total amount
of costs and time.
For the third part of the sequence chain, the stakeholder lays the most interesting factor due to the out-ofout
service-time
time of relevant road/rail network sections and the cost. The cost are set together of all cost for
reconstruction the damaged and/or destroyed
destr
network sections and those, which can occur if main national
or international network sections are interrupted.
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3.2 Hazard processes
The definition of flood event is strongly depending on the spatial and temporal
temporal scale of the rainfall. Out of
this, the scales of different flood types are defined using the specific runoff from one square kilometer. It
strongly correlates on the rain intensity and spatial
spa
distribution. Based on this crucial information of the
floods, methods and approaches can be chosen and
an selected for a better understanding in flood risk, see
Figure 4,, which shows the spatial dependency of flood forms by size of catchment area in
i dependency of
catchment area (km²) to HHQ (m³/s km²)
km² occurs flashfloods, floods cause by extremely rainfalls, surge and
river flooding.. In general could be said that as bigger the catchment area as more occur riverine flooding with
dependency to HHQ. In this report
port are storm floods in coastal areas excluded.

Figure 4: The
he spatial dependency of floods (University Bern)

Summarized, the following meteorological aspects/parameters associated
associated by different flood events include
the following parameters:
•
•
•
•
•

Origin of humid clouds and the weather situation
Rainfall intensity
Spatial distribution of rainfall
Temporal distribution of rainfall
Storm path

The scale of floods is influenced by a specific combination of topographical, hydrological and meteorological
conditions. The spatial-temporal
temporal distribution and the intensity of rainfall are the most important parameters
of rainfall leading to floods.
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3.2.1 Riverine flooding

Definition: Riverine flooding
Riverine flooding occurs when a river’s discharge exceeds its channel capacity. Therefore, this hazard process
only occurs in the vicinity of existing rivers or streams. It results in inundation or overflow of areas which are
normally dry. The water masses move in a concentrated manner and can result in highly dynamic velocities,
turbulences, shear stresses and forces. This hazard process has a spatial scale from a few sq. kilometers to
several ten thousand sq. kilometers.
kilometers
Fluvial (riverine) floods occur during long lasting heavy rainfall over the whole river basin. They are triggered
by cyclone (advective)) rainfall of the large-scale
large scale humid weather pattern. They can be also triggered by the
snow melt combined with rainfall during a warm front. In comparison with the flash floods, the riverine
floods take much longer and they have also larger volume. River floods
floods are made by long lasting heavy
rainfalls on a big catchment area in connection to a reduced infiltration rate caused by water saturation or
congealed soil. They can be better predicted, so the time of the necessary preparation of the protection
measures
res is longer. The riverine floods were better observed and documented.
The extent of floods is driven of outflow and of the shape and extension of river valleys. In narrow valleys are
flooded areas located close to the water. In this case are a high water depth and high flow velocities. Wider
river valleys have in average smaller water depth and slower flow velocities. Such aspects affect e.g. the
sediment transport processes, which influence erosion and sedimentation.
The rainfall depth can reach more hundreds
hundreds millimeter during few days, e.g. nearly 400 mm rain fell down
during 5 days in June 2013. Otherwise, in case of the flash flood, heavy rainfall is defined in Germany, when
the rain intensity exceeds 30 mm per 30 minutes. The typical weather patterns triggering severe large-scale
floods in Central and West Europe are driven out of the Vb (five-b) and West cyclone weather situation. The
large-scale
scale flood is formed in each subbasins at the same time. Because of long lasting rain or a pre-event,
pre
the soil become fully saturated and cannot retain the water masses. The flood rises along the river course
due to the superposition of particular flood events from the tributaries. Accompanying processes can be the
ponding and urban flood during the riverine flood.
flood. From hydrologic point of view for this situation, the
temporal transformation of hydrograph (flood routing, retention) in the river channel becomes more
important to make forecasts,, see Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Flood routing process – a transformation along the river reach (Hochwassermanagement 2013)

The main indicators of the riverine (large-scale)
(large
floods are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spatial-temporal distribution
Rainfall depth
Path of the weather pattern
Superposition of the flood events from the sub-basins
sub
Antecedent soil moisture
Available reservoir capacity

The impact on the infrastructure becomes more serious because of the longer duration
dur
of this flood. Impacts
for occurring riverine flooding are made by:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vicinity to river:: dam breach, infrastructure within flood zone (Asset in flood, but not directly next to
river)
Run-off capacity of exceed discharge
Water level
flooding areas
Morphodynamic
orphodynamic processes
Catchment area
Critical system status (Discharge amount – discharge capacity)

Riverine flooding within dam breach and overflowing facilitates ponding. The impact on the infrastructure
becomes more serious because of the longer
longer duration of this flood. Following are the main local phenomena
phenome
for riverine flooding listed:
a.

Overflowing/overtopping: material accumulation
Overflowing/overtopping
ccumulation (of solid fraction within water), overtopping, bank
erosion
rosion (by different levels on both sides)
o
Softening (by relative altitude to river surface, water level at height of embankment and time
(depending of material))
o
Bank erosion (by vicinity to river (infrastructure next to main channel), river form (bending of
river bank and slop of river bank), vegetation (age of trees), flow velocity / turbulences
(narrowing
arrowing of river bed, longitudinal river slope, river bed roughness)
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b.
c.
d.

e.

Piping (by
by time (depending of material), relative altitude to river (by water level at height of
embankment), different water level)
Scouring (by vicinity to river (foundation inside of river bed), flow velocity (narrowing of river bed,
longitudinal river slope and
an river bed roughness)
Ramming (by vicinity to river (pillar/abutment inside of river bed, relative height between
superstructure and HQ100 water level (freeboard) below ~1m), flotsam (loose materials/trees
upstream), flow velocity (narrowing of river bed, longitudinal river slope and river bed roughness)
Log jam (by vicinity to river (pillar/abutment inside of river bed, relative height between
superstructure and HQ100 water level (freeboard) below ~1m), flotsam (loose materials/trees
upstream) (can occur to overtopping)

Table 1: Riverine flooding
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3.2.2 Ponding

Definition: Ponding
Ponding is a type of inundation caused by rain falling on flat surface or by an increase of water level in the
underground.. The accumulated water does not run off. A layer of water can be a few centimeters thick only,
in depressions also much more. During ponding, the water masses only induce hydrostatic pressure without
significant flow velocity.
This hazard process has a spatial scale of less than one hundred sq. kilometers. Ponding is a flooding, which is
caused by falling rain on the flat surface and also in case of an inundation from a riverine flood, a breach of
dam or rising by groundwater. It
It is effect of the inundation, increase of water level with following
impounding. The water mass does not run off. A layer of water can be thick only few centimeters, in
depressions more if it was caused by rain only. During ponding, the water masses induce
induc only hydrostatic
pressure without significant flow velocity. So it does not cause any sheer stress on the surface of
infrastructure. Ponding can be caused by high groundwater level or breach of flood protection dam. Figure 6
shows the flooding processes at a dam and a dam with a cut, as overtopping and ponding.
Impacts for occurring ponding are made by:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Topography (Inflow, depression, basin)
Overloaded
verloaded drainage system (e.g. canalization)
Blocked
locked culvert (and following catchment area with concentrated discharge)
Rise of groundwater level (depth of groundwater level)
Geology (soil permeability): saturation, infiltration
Time
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Figure 6: Flooding
looding process at dam including ponding and overtopping

Following impacts on the infrastructure from main local phenomena for ponding listed:
a. Submersion (by water level above infrastructure surface) – standing flooding in basins
basin from
precipitation from surrounding area
b. Overtopping (by water level above infrastructure surface) - slow rising of standing waterbodies with
overflowing
o Bank erosion (by different water levels on both sites) – develops only during overflowing with
higher
er flow velocity (special conditions)
c. Piping (by different water level)
d. Softening (by time, vegetation, geology)

Table 2: Specific phenomena for ponding
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3.2.3 Hillslope flooding

Definition: Hillslope flooding
Hillslope floods are caused by local runoff on the surface without any concentrated flow and river network.
Local hillslope floods are common in rural areas with high relief energy and erodible soil particles. This hazard
process has a spatial scale
ale of less than five sq. kilometers.
Per definition are hillslope floods a local extreme flood water of a consequence by highly, temporally and
spatial bounded precipitations (DWA 2010). These local hillslope floods are common in areas by discharge
effects in rural areas with high relief energy, erodible soils and cross section from urban areas. In this urban
areas are often floods based by water overload from channel networks and valleys.
valleys The effect of damage in
the affected area is driven
n by concentration of surface runoff from discharge amount, natural relief form or
constructions (infrastructure, walls and so on). The infiltration capacity of soils is also
a a main factor, because
they are limited fast during heavy rainfalls.
Hillslope flooding is triggered by short intense storm rainfall or by long-term
long term rainfall after fully soil saturation.
This flood type needs a heavy rainfalls which
w
can occur over the whole year.
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It depends on the permeability of the soil or surface. The possible impact
impact on the infrastructure is the erosion
in case of concentrated outflow, the accumulation of mud and silt, softening and internal erosion of
embankment. It is a surface runoff without any gully or streambed structure on the surface, see Figure 7.

Figure 7: Ponding and “Hangwasser” (hillslope flood), pluvial flood (Peiler 2011, Andreas Recher)

It is triggered by short intense storm rainfall or by long-term
long term rainfall after fully soil saturation. It can occur
only local. The possible impact on the infrastructure is the erosion in case of concentrated outflow, the
accumulation of mud and silt, softening and internal erosion of embankment.
Impacts for occurring hillslope flooding are made by:
•
•
•

Soil/rock: Permeability (including frozen ground), saturation
Topography: catchment area, concave structures (syncline), slope
Land use/vegetation (surface roughness, run-off
run
coefficient)

Following impacts on the infrastructure from main local phenomena for hillslope flooding listed:

a.

Overtopping (by availability, condition and capacity of drainage system)
o Sedimentation (depending solid fraction, sediment size)
o Erosion

For the sake of completeness: Urban flood and Flash flood
Urban floods occur in the cities and industrial zones with a lot of impermeable area and the overloaded
drainage/ dewatering/ sewage system. Floods in urban areas are also named as ponding flood. Additional
accumulation of water (ponding) can be caused by exceeding of the capacity of the drainage system.
Otherwise, urban flooding can be caused by the outflow from the overloaded drainage system, see Figure 8.
It is triggered by short intense storm rainfall. The urban flood can be intensified by the flash flood passing the
urban area. The possible effect on the infrastructure is the ponding, the erosion along the concentrated flow,
the internal erosion along the pipe and the collapse.
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Figure 8: Urban flood (Peiler 2011)

Flash flood is caused by heavy rainfall during short period; according to NOAA within less than 6 hours.
Normally, it occurs in small basins, the spread of events depends on the topography and on the reaction of
the watershed to a rain event. The reaction of the watershed is called also as a time-of-concentration;
time
it is
the travel time of drop of water from the remote point to the given outlet, see Figure 9. The water
accumulated on the surfaces runs off fast to gully, torrent and river bed. They can carry rocks, soil and debris.
They are unexpected and they do not allow to react and to prepare the protection measures.
The antecedent soil moisture and the ground saturation do not influence significantly the response of the
watershed because of the fast and heavy rainfall.
The flash floods in flat areas are less extent, about 100 km2; they are combined with ponding and urban
floods. The maximum extension of flash
h flood in the mountainous and Mediterranean areas in Europe is
about 2000 km2 and in the Himalayan regions more thousands km2, see Figure 10. The spatial extension of
flash floods strongly depends on the extension of heavy rain of convective system. The cause of the flash
flood is the convective rainfall mostly from a thunder cell increased by orography. The rain intensity is very
high but is takes
kes only few hours. The flood-routing
flood routing and retention effects become more important in the area
2
greater than 100 km (Braud 2014).
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Figure 9: Response of the watershed to a heavy rain (Ruin 2008), left vertical axis is for the hourly
hourly rainfall depth and the right one is
for the flow.

Figure 10: Scale of flash floods and meso-scale
meso
convective system (Ruin 2008)

The hydrological processes of thee flash floods in the river beds (in the valley) are similar to the riverine floods.
The different is that the peak of flash flood decreases along the river because of damping effects. As
mentioned above, the flash flood takes only few hours and carries debris
debris and wood.
A special case of the flash flood is a brake of a landslide lake and a dam. The process
process is very fast and dynamic.
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Table 3: Specific phenomena for hillslope flooding

3.2.4 Debris flow
Definition: Debris flow
Debris flow is the rapid movement of masses consisting of water and a high proportion of solids
s
(debris,
stones, rocks and wood). Debris flows descending steep channels commonly attain velocities that surpass ten
meters per second, although large flows can reach much higher velocities. This hazard process has a spatial
scale of less than one hundred sq. kilometers and only occurs in steep terrain.
Debris flows in torrents are different to the gravitational
gravitat
processes. For this debris flow is an own ON-Rule
ON
24800 – Protection System for Torrents,
Torrents, where can be found terms, definitions and classification.
classification Per
definition is debris follows a fast running mixture of water with a high amount of solids (stones, rocks,
rock wood).
There can be found accumulations of solids outside of the channel.
This process can be found in areas with slope more than 15%. The area in the end of the torrent is not so
relevant in case of debris flows,, because the upper region give the material
material input for this process. Important
here is the so called “process
process identification”
identification which includes the availability of water, rough sediments and
fine sediments as at Figure 11.

Figure 11: Process identification (ON-Regel
Regel 24800)
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Out of this it is possible to classify the debris flow in 4 main shifting processes:
1. Stackable debris flow leading river (murstoßfähige Bäche)
2. Debris flow leading river
3. Bed load leading river
4. High water leading river

Another important impact on debris flow has the catchment area. As mentioned before is this developing of
debris flow. The classification can be made as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Catchment area
Slope catchment area
Stream area
Altitude difference stream area
Slope stream area
Altitude difference accumulation area
Slope accumulation area
Gradient accumulation
mulation area
Specific
pecific altitude difference (Melton Number) M=(hsmax-hsmin)/√As

Figure 12: Debris flow - area (modified after Hübl 2009) in different mountainous regions

Debris flows can occur near street-sides,
street
because of their specific construction as man-made corrosions
streams and man-made slope-incipient
incipient-cracking-streams.
Following impacts of developing debris flow are driven by:
•
•
•
•
•

Silent witnesses
Availability of debris (necessary composition of water, rough + fine sediment)
Breach of log jam
Topography (slope > 15%, runnel, gully (shape, characteristics), catchment area)
Vegetation

For the sake of completeness:
Gravitational processes out of water channels: Debris flow, mudflow, landslides
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In general can be made a determination between types of movement as falls, topples, slides (rotational,
translational), lateral spreads flows and complex movements
movements as seen in next figure. All of these processes are
based on the hill-stability.
stability. This stability is the sum of gravitational forces and the sum of resistibility forces.
Important factors are the effective cohesion, total normal stress, effective normal stress and the effective
inner friction angle. In order to the type of process can be differenced in gliding and flowing processes. This
stability
ity of the hill is influenced by precipitation (amount (mm) and intensity (mm/h),
(mm/
terrain (slope,
exposition and morphology),
), vegetation (impact on soil property and mechanical armor of roots),
ground/geology (stability (shearing angle, cohesion), permeability
permeability and weathering), influence from water on
stability and shearing strength.
At first should be clear, that debris flows are very particular in there delineation.
delineation Debris flow is a flow of
water with high concentration of mud, gravel, sand and stones; in general, there are large particles in the
movement with water. Debris flow can occur only local in small and steep catchments as mostly in the
mountainous regions. It depends also on the geological contains of the weathered rock. The trigger of the
debris flow is the intense storm rain or a dam breach after e.g. a landslide into the torrent where water is
dammed up.
Mudflow is a flow of water with high concentration of the fine particles
particles of mud. This can occurred also in a
hilly ground and is a consequence of flushing of small particles because of the soil erosion e.g. from the
agricultural fields or erosion of the fallen landslides directly in the water courses.
Landslide is a coherent movement of the soft material. The trigger of this movement is a softening
soften due to the
intense rainfall or due to the increase of ground water flow. This movement is not flow but it is a slide on the
steep or inclines area. It depends also on the geological contains of the fine particles what are getting
instable because of wetting.
tting. Loam and clay are loss the stability if they are wet.
The following Table 4 shows different types of movement. In our case are only slides and flows interesting.

Table 4: Gravitational
ravitational mass movements (USGS 2004)

Type of Movement

Type of Material
Bedrock

Falls
Topples
Rotational Slide
Translational Slide
Lateral Spreads
Flows
Complex

Engineering Soils

Predominantly coarse
Predominantly fine
Rock fall
Debris fall
Earth fall
Rock topple
Debris topple
Earth topple
Rock slide
Debris slide
Earth slide
Rock slide
Debris slide
Earth slide
Rock spread
Debris spread
Earth spread
Rock flow (deep creep)
Debris flow (soil creep)
Earth flow (soil creep)
Combination of two or more principal types of movement

Flows can be divided in two groups as seen in the following Figure 13. First a: flowing in hard rocks, which are
slow, and more continuous and non-connected
non
moving zones and second b: flowing in soft rocks which can
be slow up to fast.
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Figure 13 gravitational -movements:
movements: flowing processes (Zangerl, 2008)

General external trigger factor for gravitational
g
processes are:
•
•
•

pre moisture, high of snow, snow melting
Intensive extremely rainfalls vs long steady rain, pre-moisture,
Temporal fluvial erosion or rising of hillhill or groundwater level from floods or high precipitation
amounts
Dryness, seismic activities,
ities, storms, climatic changes
changes (withdrawal of vegetation)

Impacts on the infrastructure by location of the infrastructure (transit or accumulation zone) are shown in
Table 5.

Table 5: Specific phenomena for debris flow
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3.3 Local phenomena
3.3.1 Flooding
Overflow of a large amount of water beyond its normal limits, especially
especially over what is normally dry land.
Can occur during slow moving discharge of concentrated rainfall on surfaces (pluvial flooding) or occur from a
rise of water level of another close water way. Pluvial flooding can be observing in flat areas and on flat
surfaces as depressions e.g. subways. The reason therefore
therefore is reduced capacity of drainage systems as gully,
gul
trenches and pipes and so on. This type of flood takes short time, maximum hours. And there are also no high
flow velocities.
Fluvial flooding on the other site develops from a high discharge / water level from water bodies. There can
be a flooding, when a bridge or passage is blocked or has not enough capacity. This kind of flooding makes a
hydrostatic pressure at the construction or dam. If this dam is over flooded by both sites are the dangers of
silting-up not as high as a flooding on just one site. During this one site flooding can arise overtopping with
bank erosion. A dam can be also flowed through. There are several interactions which are often connected as
seen in the two following figures.
s.

Figure 14: Fluvial
luvial one site flooding and of overtopping with bank erosion and internal erosion

3.3.2 Log jam
Large amounts of loose material (e.g. wood, etc.) accumulate at the infrastructure (i.e. bridge) and lead to
increased pressures (structural
structural damage) or overflow.
overflow
Log jams may lead to secondary effects (e.g. overtopping) on other objects in the vicinity. The log jam effects
the bank flow concentration in a river channel. Also an increase of velocity through this section and
promoting scour of the river bad, a formation of channel spanning log jams can lead to a formation of an
upstream pool, water spilling over this structure generates a ‘plunge pool’ immediately downstream.
Relevant for:
•

Riverine flooding

•

Debris flow
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Figure 15: Log Jam

3.3.3 Ramming
Loose material (e.g. wood, deposits, barrels, etc.) collides with bridge pillars and/or superstructure leading to
structural damage.
In case of a ramming, loose material crashes downstream the river with a construction inside the river bad.
Higher
igher flow velocity of the river and the resulting high energy of the transporting material raise the crash
energy.. Small loose material e.g. wood can be destroyed during this situation. For the destroying effect are a
critical size of the loos material combined with the construction form and material necessary. Round pillars
for examples are more resisting than angled pillars against flow direction. In case of a crash of an
a e.g. tree
(which will be transported in river longitudinal) will damage or destroy the kinetic energy on the punctual
location the construction. Next Figure 16 shows the energy distribution (black) at round and angled pillars.

Figure 16: Energy distribution
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Relevant for:
•

Riverine flooding

•

Debris flow

Figure 17: Ramming

3.3.4 Scouring
The soil at the foundation of a bridge pillar or abutment erodes due to increased flow velocities leading to
structural damage.
Relevant for:
•

Riverine flooding

Figure 18: Scouring

3.3.1 Parallel Erosion
Soil is removed from
rom the (extended) river bank alongside the infrastructure.
Relevant for:
•

Riverine flooding

•

Debris flow
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Figure 19: Bank Erosion

3.3.2 Overtopping
The water level above the surface of an infrastructure increases and material accumulates due to sediments in
the water leading to an obstruction of road/rail sections.
Furthermore, overtopping may cause oblique erosion on the embankment due to high overflow
overf
velocities.
Relevant for:
•

Riverine flooding

•

Ponding

•

Debris flow

•

Hillslope flooding

Figure 20: Overtopping
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Figure 21: Overtopping

3.3.3

Oblique Erosion

The soil at the foundation of a rail/road infrastructure is removed due to overflow of water and/or debris.
Relevant for:
•

Riverine flooding

•

Ponding

•

Debris flow

•

Hillslope flooding

Figure 22: Oblique Erosion
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3.3.4 Submersion
Local basins (especially tunnels and underpasses) are filled when the local drainage system has insufficient
capacity, leading to obstruction.
Relevant for:
•

Riverine flooding

•

Ponding

•

Hillslope flooding

Figure 23: Submersion

3.3.5 Softening
Saturated or partially saturated soil substantially loses strength and stiffness in response to a specific water
stress over time.
Relevant for:
•

Riverine flooding

•

Ponding Graphics

Figure 24: Softening
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3.3.6 Internal Erosion
The difference of the water level between both sides causes hydraulic pressure on a dam or embankment,
flushing out fine particles leading to structural damage.
Relevant for:
•

Riverine flooding

•

Ponding

Figure 25: Internal erosion
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3.4 Asset types
As illustrated in Figure 2 the main asset categories of a road/rail section may comprise embankments, cuts,
bridges and underground structures. Each main asset category includes a number of different asset types.

Figure 26: Asset types

The following table presents the asset types that are taken into account in the project approach including a
brief description and illustration. All these asset types may be part of road, rail or mixed transport systems.
Table 6: Asset types

Asset type

Description

Elevated
embankment

A road and/or railway on a raised bank or
wall higher than one metre (elevated)
constructed of compacted soil.

Shallow
embankment

A road and/or railway on a bank of about
one metre (shallow) mainly used for
open sections in flat areas.

Simple
cut

A road and/or railway where soil or rock
material from a hill or mountain was cut
out on both sides to make way for the
transport infrastructure.
infr

Side-benched
cut

A road and/or railway where soil or rock
material from a hill or mountain was cut
out on one side to make way for the
transport infrastructure.
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Crossing
bridge

A road and/or railway on a structure built
to span physical obstacles (waters,
valleys or roads) without closing the way
underneath, providing passage over the
obstacle.

Parallel
bridge

A road and/or railway on a structure built
to longitudinally span physical obstacles
(waters or valleys) without cutting
alongside the obstacle.

Tunnel

An underground structure with a road
and/or railway inside an underground or
underwater
passageway
excavated
below
the
surface
usually
in
hilly/mountainous or urban/sensitive
areas.

Gallery

An underground structure which is partly
open on one side with a road and/or
railway
inside
an
underground
passageway (housing) in order to protect
the infrastructure against avalanches,
rockfall or debris flow. Galleries can also
be used for noise and pollution
protection in urban/sensitive areas.

Underpass

An underground
derground structure with a road
and/or railway inside an underground
passageway used by vehicles (and
pedestrians) for crossing under another,
more important road and/or railway.
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4 Exposure and vulnerability analysis
4.1 Exposure tree
The ‘exposure tree analysis’ is the first part of the overall exposure analysis process and the first step in
assessing the exposure of assets to the hazard processes.

Figure 27: Exposure tree

The exposure trees are tools that involve different steps
st
for analyzing the potential risk of specific parts of an
infrastructure. The exposure trees support the users in assessing the exposure of a specific asset to a given
hazard process and the corresponding local phenomena. Thanks to the simple tree structure,
struc
the users are
guided from a hazard process to a set of possible local phenomena via a number of different criteria. Each
criterion corresponds to a specific ‘method sheet’ defining a process that supports the users in deciding
whether the criterion iss valid or not. The procedures defined in the method sheets are optional.
After having identified the relevant local phenomena, the exposure tree analysis refers the users to the
related exposure and vulnerability matrices. In principle, there are two matrices
matrices for each local phenomenon.
However, for some local phenomena (e.g. overtopping) there is only an exposure matrix (asset is either
overtopped or not).

4.2 Method sheet
As mentioned in the previous section, the criteria shown in the exposure trees clearly relate
r
to specific
method sheets with consecutive numbers. Together with these method sheets, the criteria help to identify
those assets in critical network sections that are exposed to certain hazard processes and the corresponding
local phenomena. The method
hod sheets contain a detailed description of the method itself, and include
schematic illustrations and/or examples as well as a list of the data needed. The methods are mainly
automatic or semi-automatic
automatic GIS-based
GIS based procedures. Thus, each method sheet includes
inclu
a description of the
relevant steps to be followed.
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Figure 28: Example method sheet

4.3 Exposure matrix
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the ‘exposure assessment’ forms the second part of the overall
exposure analysis process and is an important step in performing a detailed assessment of the exposure of
assets to identified local phenomena. This step is
is based on the application of exposure matrices. An
individual exposure matrix is available for each local phenomenon described in section 3.4 in the exposure
tree.
The exposure matrices contain hazard-related
hazard related parameters in the vicinity of the asset. They describe the
likelihood and magnitude of the local phenomena to occur. The exposure assessment has to be carried out
for each potentially exposed asset in each road and/or rail section identified as being critical and which could
not be excluded in the course
urse the exposure tree analysis. Figure 29 shows a schematic illustration of an
exposure matrix with example of hazard hillslope flooding with local phenomenon
phenomenon overtopping.
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1-2 Examples

Figure 29: Schematic
chematic illustration of an exposure matrix

The exposure matrix contains two pieces of relevant information for the assessment. On the one hand, it
includes a list of parameters that
hat are relevant for the assessment of the exposure of an asset to a specific
local phenomenon. For more complex parameters, the matrices contain general and/or parameter-specific
parameter
comments to support the users in the assessment process.
On the other hand, the matrix provides numerical values or descriptions for each parameter to be allocated
to a risk category, i.e. low, medium and high or no risk (columns B–E).
B E). Additionally, each parameter can be
weighted individually (column A) in order to customize the importance
mportance of different parameters in the list.
However, assigning different weights to the parameters has to be done with caution and should be optional.
The results of the assessment of each parameter have to be manually entered into column F. The weighted
weighte
exposure and the total exposure score are automatically calculated by the spreadsheet. If one parameter is
zero (‘not relevant’) the overall score is zero, or else, the following equation is used:
∑
∑
Together with the results of the vulnerability assessment, the exposure score is used in the final step, the risk
assessment.
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4.4 Vulnerability matrix
The exposure assessment is followed by a vulnerability assessment. In this step, the vulnerability of each
exposed asset is assessed for a set of local phenomena. Similar to the process of the exposure assessment,
the assessment process is carried out by applying matrices. The structure of the exposure matrix and the
vulnerability matrix iss the same, with the vulnerability matrix corresponding to the asset-related
asset
parameters
(characteristics) that describe the possible resistance to the local phenomena. Figure 30 shows a schematic
illustration of a vulnerability matrix and its content.
1-2 Examples

Figure 30: Schematic illustration of a vulnerability matrix

The procedure to be followed for the vulnerability assessment
assessment is very similar to the procedure for the
previously explained exposure assessment. The final output of this step is a vulnerability score which is either
zero if one parameter is zero (‘not relevant’), or is calculated by using the following equation:
equat
∑
∑
Together with the results of the exposure assessment, the vulnerability score is used for the final step, the
risk assessment.
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5 ANNEX
The following documents are related to this WP report and can be downloaded from the project-website
project
(http://www.rainex-project.eu/)).
•

Exposure trees

•

Method sheets

•

Exposure matrices

•

Vulnerability matrices
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